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ABSTRACT

The concept of reducing the feasible range of decision variables or fixing the value of the variables
is extended for the knapsack problem to include sets of variables. The ease of fixing these
variables is measured by a stability index. The potential use of the concept is discussed in
the context of approximation algorithms. Generalization to general zero-one problems is also
considered.
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RESUME
Dans cet axticle, on etend au probieme du sac alpin une methode de fixation de vaiiables, dans
l'esprit des methodes de reduction du domaine realisable. La facilite avec laquelle on peut fixer
des variables se mesure pax un indice de stabilite. On discute de l'utlite de ce concept dans
le cadre des alorithmes d'approximation. On considere aussi des generalisations aux problemes
generaux binaires.

M o t s cles : probleme du seic alpin; algorithmes d'approximation.

1. INTRODUCTION

Techniques aimed at fixing some of the variables of a discrete optimization problem, or reducing
the range of those variables have been studied extensively and their specific application to
knapsack problems is well known. The work in this area begins with Ingargiola and Korsh [10].
Then the works of Dembo and Hammer [4],Fayaxd and Plateau [5], [6], Nauss [16], Lauriere [11],
Martello and Toth [15], and Balas and Zemel [1] explore fully the possibilities of applying the
concept of reduction. These techniques are based on tightening the bounds for the variables
through the use of â vailable lower and upper bounds on the objective function. The bounds on
the objective function are obtained by applying some relaxation or heuris1;ic procedure. In the
case of zero-one variables, reduction amounts to fixing some of the variables at either zero or
one.

In this study we use the same concept to get additional information about some subsets
of the variables of the problems rather than single variables. The term "stability", as formally
defined in the next section will be the core of the analysis. Glover [7] uses the notion of "strongly
determined and consistent variables" to convey similar ideas, but his definition is less formal
and, in the final analysis, he restricts his attention to single variables.

2. DEFINITION OF STABILITY FOR THE
ZERO-ONE KNAPSACK PROBLEM

The form of the knapsack problem we discuss is:

(KP) Max 2; = Y^axi (1)
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s.t.

= Oorl

We assume, without loss of generality, that J]"^^ â  > 6 > Oi > 0 and Cj > 0, i = 1,. . . , n.
The knapsack probleni corresponds to trying to fill up a limited space with n indivisible items
to yield the highest possible value. The data Cj and aj are the values aad the weights of the
corresponding items and 6 is the total allowable weight in the available space. For the purpose of
obtaining lower and upper bounds we use the well known greedy heuristic which involves ordering
the variables in decreasing a/ai and then trying to fill the knapsack in that order. That is, the
variables with the largest Cj/a, ratios are sequentially set equal to 1, until â  > 6 - Y.ieS^'i'
where S denotes the index set of variables set to 1 by the algorithm. Then Xr and the remaining
^variables are set equal to 0. Our version of the greedy algorithm stops the insertion at Xr. We
note that this is the rounded down linear programming relaxation solution of the problem. Let
0 = b — J2ies^i- I* î  obvious that if ^ = 0, then this solution is optimal. An upper bound
on the objective function value is given by z" = J^iesCj + Xr0, where Aj = a/a^,i = l,...,n,
because it corresponds to the value of the optimal solution of the linear programming relaxation
of KP, called LKP. z' = Y!,ies ^ ^^ ^^ obvious lower botind.

Let Cj = Cj - Xraj ioi j e N = S UTU {r} where S and T denote the sets of indices of
variables equal to 1 and 0 respectively in the solution obtained by the greedy heuristic described
above. The Cj are actually the reduced (relative) costs in the simplex tableau corresponding to
LKP.

Definition

(i) J is stable if

(2)

and (2) does not hold for any proper subset of J,
(ii) \J\ is the order of stability of stable subset J;
(iii) Let K be the smallest number such that J or some subset of J is stable for al lJ C iV \ {r}

and \J\ < K. Then K is the stability number of KP .

We note that KP may have no stable subsets or its stability number may be undefined. It
is not surprising that a variable belonging to a small stable set is more likely to preserve its
greedy solution value in an optimal solution than a variable belonging to a larger stable set or
a variable not belonging to a stable set at all. Several elementary results can be established
regarding stable subsets and they are listed below:

Proposition 1:

Let J C. N with \J\ < K, K is the stability number of KP , and X = {xi,..., Xn} is an optimal
solution to KP. Then

J2{^-Xj) + Y^Xj<K-l (3)
Jns JnT

Proof:

The upper bound z" decreases by at least Cj if Xj is fixed at 0 for j e S and at 1 for j e T.
If we reverse the values for all variables in a stable set in this manner and fix them, the upper
bound will decrease by at least the sum of Cj's in that set which is at least as great as z" — z'
by definition. That is, the upper bound on the objective function value of the resulting problem
will fall below the value of the greedy solution. •
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Proposition 1 implies that every stable subset contains the index of at least one variable whose
greedy solution value and the optimal solution value are the same. In addition.

Corollary 1:

If the stability numher of KP is 1, then the greedy solution is optimal.

The following result shows that it is an easy task to find the stability number of the knapsack
problem.

Proposition 2:

The stability number K of KP is the solution value to the following knapsack problem:

K = Max
i

S.t. ^ | C i | < Z"-Z^

ieN

yi = 0 ov 1, i € N

and can be found using the greedy heuristic described earher. If this results in .Pf = n -I-1, we
assume that the stability number is undefined.

The final result establishes a bound on the value of the greedy heuristic.

Proposition 3:

The value of the solution given by the greedy heuristic is at least as large as

l\S\/K\/{[\S\/K\ + l)

times the value of the optimal solution of KP .

Proof:

We have z^ > l\S\/Kl{z" — z'') because there are at least \S\/K disjoint stable subsets of S,
and the sum of Cj for each subset is at least as great as 2" — z', and z' = Ylj^s ^j —
Also z" > z'' and |S'|/.K' > [|5|/XJ, proving the above statement. •

If we have \S\ < K, this bound is trivial. For this reason we assume, in the rest of the paper ,
that we are dealing with problems with K <\S\. This is not a great loss because stability is a
data dependent property, and we are trying to demonstrate its use when it is available.

The bound given above is never tight. We will use it together with the stability results to
improve the performance of approximation algorithms. We will also discuss possible ways of
using this information for branch and boimd algorithms.

3. IMPLICATIONS OF STABLE SUBSETS
3.1 Implication for Polynomial Approximation Algorithms
Sahni [17] gives a "series of increasingly

axjcurate algorithms" to obtain approximate solutions to the zero-one knapsack problem. He
proves that in the worst case, his algorithm can give results no smaller than L/{L+1) times the
optimal solution, i.e., z' > {L/{L + l))z* is true where z* is the optimal solution value of KP,
L > 1 being the size of the largest combination completely enumerated, and has time complexity
O{Ln^'^^) for L > 1. Here, z' is the value of the approximate solution.

Let us consider the following algorithm with the purpose of showing how Sahni's bound can
be improved in some cases:

Step 1: Apply the Greedy Algorithm to obtain S and K as defined earlier. Set 1 < i < î f - 1 .
Step 2: Set i = 1.
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Step 3: Set a previously untested combination of i variables in S equal to 0. The remaining
variables in S are equal to 1.

Step 4: Fill the rest of the knapsack by, first setting all feasible combinations of variables not
in S and with size 1,2,... min(L, K-l-i) equal to 1, and then filling the remainder by
the application of the Greedy Algorithm to the remaining variables.

Step 5: Save the best solution found so far. If all i-combinations are tested in Step 3, go to
Step 6, Otherwise return to Step 3.

Step 6: Seti = i + 1. If i < L, return to Step 3. Otherwise stop.

This algorithm has time complexity of O{L^\S\^+^\N \ S\^+^). How this bound compares
with O{Ln^+^), the bound for Sahni's algorithm, depends on the values of |5 | and L. These
parameters may, of course, be different for problems of the same size.

If we set L = if - 1, then the algorithm above finds an optimal solution, because the search
process implicitely enumerates all possibilities in that case. That's why it is logical to discuss
the degree of approximation (the worst case bound ) ior L< K -2 only. While executing the
algorithm we will encounter a situation where \S\-{K -2) + L variables with the greatest Cj
values in an optimal solution will be assigned a value of 1. This means a worst case bound of

z' > [(|5| -{K-2) + L)/{\S\ - (if - 2) + L + l)]z*

in terms of the ^-approximation algorithm described above. But it is also true that

[{\S\ -{K-2) + L)/{\S\ -{K-2) + l + l)]> [{R + L)/{L + 1)]

for any L < ii' - 2 where R = [iS'|/ifJ/([|S'|/iirj -|-1) in the above inequafity.Thus

holds true. It may be argued that R is problem dependent and there is no guarantee its value
won't be small. Howewer, the information, whether it is of little or great use, is at our disposal
as soon as we set up the problem for the approximation algorithm. To illustrate the point more
clearly, let us consider the following instance.

Let \S\ =25 , n = \N\ = 100 and the stability number if = 4. For X = 1, our algorithm
guarantees a solution with z' > .928z*. We must note that, regardless of the quality of an
available solution. Salmi's algorithm requires a tremendous amount of work to achieve high
levels of performance boimd. For example, knowing that an initial feasible solution is at least 90
percent of the optimum does not lessen the computational burden of his algorithm if you want,
at minimum, 92 percent of the optimum guaranteed. You have to set L = 12 to get this required
minimum bound. The difference between the computational effort required by our algorithm
with L = 1 and Sahni's with L = 12 is striking. 92% optimum can be achieved in ?» 7 x 10^
operations with our algorithm, whereas the same bound for the same problem is achieved in
12 X 10̂ ^ operations with Sahni's algorithm. In other words we have to spend about » 1/10^^
of the effort required by Sahni's algorithm to achieve the same level of confidence.

3.2 Implication for Fully Polynomial Approximation Algorithms

Ibarra and Kim [9] and Lawler [12] show how dynamic programming can be used to obtain
approximate solutions to the knapsack problem in polynomial time. In [13] we show how their
scheme can be improved by using a revised version of dynamic programming. In this section,
the dynamic programming algorithm given in [13]will be used to introduce the stability number
into the complexity functions. A short outline of the dynamic programming mentioned above is
appropriate here. Reference [13] can be seen for more detail.

The dynamic programming recursive formulae used for KP are as follows:

_ f fj-iib')
\ otherwise
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for 6' - 0,1,...,b, j == 1,2,...,n and fo{b') = 0,b' = 0,1,...,b. Whenever fj{b') > fj-i{b'),
the index j is stored in a vector I{b'). The variable indexed at b* (the optimal KP usage) is
fixed at 1. Then, setting 6 = 6*- aj-, a^- being the coefficient of the fiLxed variable, and firing
all variables with larger indices to 0, we divide the remaining variables into two subsets of equal
cardinality. Applying the DP recursion to each of these subsets separately, i.e., to each of the
two new KP problems with a right hand side 6; we obtain fom- vectors of dimension 1 x 6 ,
namely: f'n/^J'n/^i^)^ .̂nd /4/2,I^'/2(^)- After determining the value 6' in {0,1,...,6} where

/4/2(^') + /4/2(^-^') = /n(^)> ^^ fix two more variables with indices; /'n/2(6'), and J"«/2(6-6')
at 1, and reapply the partitioning and recursion procedure until the solution to the original
problem is constructed. This algorithm is of O(n61og2n) time and O{b) space complexity.

Let us assume that we have determined the stability number K for a knapsack problem tising
the greedy algorithm. This tells us that at most iT — 1 of the variables in S can be equal to 0
in any optimal solution. This will be used in defining two new knapsack problems:

M a x 6 i ( j ) = ^ a i X i , st: ^ C i X i = j , j = 1,...,{K)C,nax (4)

Minfc2(i) = 5 ^ aiXi, st: ^ CiXi - j , j = 1,..., {K)Cmax (5)
ieN\S

where N, S, K are as defined earlier, and Cmax — max Cj.
The optimal solutions to these problems can be obtained in O{nKCm.ax Iog2 n) time and

O{KCmax) space using the algorithm outlined above. When the rounding down procedure de-
scribed in [9], [12], and [13] is used for Cj, then these complexities translate into O{nK^ Iog2 n/e)
time and O{K^/e) space, where e is the desired degree of approximation. Note that the positions
of the cost coefficients Cj and aj have been exchanged in the recursion formulae. This is due
to the fact that scaling can be carried out only on cost coefficients without affecting feasibility.
Smaller Cj values lead to a smaller state space, and thus lesser computational work.

What remains now is the construction of a solution to the original problem from the com-
bination of the solutions to these new knapsack problems. Application of the simple procedure
explained below will be sufficient for this derivation.

The solution to problem (4) gives the maximal resource consuming solutions for j = 1,
. . . , {K)Cmax and that of problem (5) gives the minimal resource consuming solutions for j =
1,. . . , {K)Cmax. Recalling that the variables of the first problem are in S and second problem
in N\S (sets defined by the greedy algorithm), we aim at improving the greedy solution by
exchanging some of the variables in S with those in JV\S. The total number of variables involved
in this exchange cannot exceed K by our Proposition 1.

This improvement will be possible if we can find two sets of variables E^ C S and E^ C {N\S)
such that

and
] ^ a, -j- e >

where 6 = b~ "^i^g ai as before.
The elements of the sets E^ and E'^, which will bring about maximum improvement, can be

obtained from the vectors bi{j) and 62(7) by the following procedure.
Order the components of 6i(j) and b^Q) in increasing b{j) values. Find 61 (ji) and 62(̂ 2) such

that J2—ji > 0 is maximum and bi{jx)-\-9 > 62(^2). E^ is the solution corresponding to 61 (ji)
and JŜ  is that of 62(72). The optimal solution of the original problem is 5'* = {S\E'^)[JE'^. The
complexity of the procedure is O{KCmaxlog2{KCmax) + KCmax). The first term corresponds
to the ordering process and the second is for the search process. When Cmax is scaled down the
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time complexity of this algorithm comes out as

'' og2 n)/e + K^

The advantage of this algorithm becomes significant when K, the stability number is small rel-
ative to n, the number of variables of the problem. The time complexity of previous approaches
would be comparable to the above formula when K is replaced by n.

inf.

z" =39 z =35

Figure 1: B & B Tree for the Standard Method

3.3 Implication for Branch and Bound Algorithms
We know that branch and bound related enumerative techniques work well on some problems
and poorly on others. When they fail, i.e., encounter a difficult problem, the enumeration
process may become complete. In the context of zero-one programming this may mean testing
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all 2" possibilities where n is the number of variables of the problem under consideration. Thus,
classification of problems into "computationally diflttcult" and "not so difficult" categories Eaight
be quite appropriate. As to how this classification can be done there is no definite answer. Our
aim here is to analyze the relationship between the concept of stability and this question.

Any enumerative procedure, like Greenberg and Hegerich's [8] branch and bound algorithm,
using z" — z' and the reduced costs will immediately fathom nodes with

j€N\s

where Xj = 0 or 1 for j = l , . . . ,n . Thus, 0{Kn^) may be considered the time complexity
of B &: B in terms of a given stabilitly number. If the result of Proposition 1 is used in the
process the fathoming test at the tips of the B & B tree can be avoided. This would mean a tree
with at most {K - l)n'^^'''^^ branches rather than at most Kn^ branches. Savings in terms of
computational effort can be considerable if an expensive fathoming test is being used.

Obviously, a small stability number K indicates a potentially easier problem to solve using
enumerative schemes. Use of this fact in branch and bound may be very fruitful as the following
example Illustrates. Consider the small 0-1 knapsack problem:

Max 152;i + 14a;2 -I- 10a;3 -\- lla;4 -f 80:5 + Qx^

s.t. 8x1 + 9x2 + 7x3 + 8x4 -I- 7x5 -I- 6x6 + 3x7 < 28

Xj = 0 or 1, « € {1,2,.. . , 7}

The straightforward (depth first) application of the B & B algorithm finds the optimal solution
after growing a 16 node tree shown in Figure 1. Suppose, instead we change the branching rule
as follows:

To pick the initial variable to branch on, solve the LP relaxation of the problem first. Then
solve it {n -\-l) more times, each time fixing a variable to the complement of its value in the
initial LP relaxation, and also computing the corresponding stabihty number K. We have to do
this (n-(-1) times as opposed to n times because the r'th variable can not be complemented like
others since it has a fractional value. We have to fix its value twice (once at 0, then at 1) and
compute the corresponding K''s. The variable giving the smallest K when fixed to either 0 or 1
is used to form the initial branch. For the example given above the lowest K is obtained when
X7 is set equal to 1, so the two branches leading out of the initial node correspond to X7 = 0
and X7 = 1. Further branching is done from the xr — 1 node using the same criterion, i.e., the
LP relaxation of the subproblem resulting from fixing X7 = 1 is solved n times to determine
the variable leading to lowest K (stability number). The process continues in this manner until
all nodes are fathomed. The tree corresponding to the solution of the example problem given
above is shown in Figure 2. The initial solution of the LP relaxation provides the following
information:

X4 is fractional, i.e., r = A.
A=:ll/8,
e = CrXr = Z« - Z =̂ 5.5
z« = 44.5, z' = 39.,
Cl = 4., C2 = 1.625, C3 = .375, C5 = -2.625, cg = -2.25, cj = -1.125, and
K = b: the stability number.

Setting xi,X2,X3,X4 equal to 0, and X4,X5,X6,X7 equal to 1, one at a time we see that X7 = 1
leads to a subproblem with if = 2. So, the two branches of the initial node correspond to X7 = 0
and X7 = 1. Going for depth first in the branch with the lower K, we see that all Ara,riables except
X3 and Xi may be fixed. The only remaining alternatives are X3 = 1 or X4 = 1. Fathoming
both alternatives returns us to the branch X7 = 0 with a good solution, which is verified to be
optimal after evaluating 4 more nodes.
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K=5

K=4

z ' =43

z" =43

Figure 2: B & B Tree for the Revised Method

Comparison of the two trees Figure 1 and Figure 2, indicates the possible advantage of using
the new rule. The only drawback is the amount of extra computations required at each node.
There is a trade off between the reduction in the search tree size and the computational load
per node. We have run a small experiment in which the increase in the amount of computations
per node is kept at minimum by calculating the stability number once per branch only. This is
achieved by branching on the fractional variable from each node and using the stability number
as the criterion in going for depth instead of the upper bound given by the LP relaxation as it
is usually done. In other words, K is computed for Xr = 0 and Xr — 1, then fiurther branching
is carried out from one of these two nodes with the lower K value. The results of comparing
this method with the standard B&B (the method used to get the B&B tree in Figure 1) are
given in Table 1. The details of the experiment are as follows. Knapsack problems with number

RHS values

Number of Variables

10
20
30
40

Stajidard

204
425
610
741

Revised

188
389
600
693

1/2 ^ , a i

Standard

158
172
222
460

Revised

156
166
196
414

Standard

86
84
178
206

Revised

88
84
180
174

Table 1: Total Number of Nodes Enumerated with the Standard and the Revised B&B Algorithms
for some Knapsack Problems.

of variables 10, 20, 30 and 40 are generated using a random number generator from a uniform
distribution. The cofBcients Cj and aj range between 1 and 100. The right hand side coefficient
b is set equal to 1/3, 1/2 and 3/4 times ^ " ^ i aj for three different trials. Bach trial corresponds
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to solving 10 randomly generated problems using ten different seeds. A total of 120 problems
are solved like this. The standard B&B visits 3546 nodes in this process where as the revised
B&B visits 3328 nodes. A saving of approximately 6 percent is obtained at almost no cost.

Besides developing new strategies for branching as described above, the stability number
may be used in making "stop or go" decisions in B&B type of algorithnas. The stability concept
provides instant information regarding how much work may be required to fathom a given
branch. That is, it provides a means of making trade offs between computational burden and
solution quality. For example, a 1000 variable problem may be considered solvable to optimality
if its stability number is small even if the available lower bound on the objective function
value is close to the upper bound. On the other hand, the available lower bound may be
accepted as satisfactory if the stability number is high, indicating a possibly prohibitive amount
of computational work.

In each of the approaches described in this paper the savings are best when K, the stability
number, is small comp;ared to n, the number of variables in the problem. Our limited experimen-
tal analysis indicates that this is the case. In a set of randomly generated 60 problems ranging in
size from 200 to 1000 variables, the stability number ranged from 3 to 63. The stability number
seemed to be of the magnitude 0(log2 n).

4. GENERALIZATION OF STABILITY TO
GENERAL ZERO-ONE PROGRAMMING.

The concept of stability in 0-1 integer programming is precisely the same as for the knapsack
problem as are the extensions of Proposition 1 and the Corollaries which followed. The difficulty
is in finding A e HJ" (where m is the number of constraints) such that we can define S, i.e.,

S = {j \ Cj - Xaj > 0, ^ aj < b, and Cj - Xaj < 0, Vj ^ S}
jes

where A, aj,b e RT^. The simplex algorithm with upper bounded variables is one way to obtain
A. Brooks and Geoffrion [2] suggest another approach to find these multipliers in general. The
task is much easier for the multidimensional knapsack problem, i.e., when all data axe positive.
Algorithms presented in [3] and [14] immediately give rise to the needed information.

Most importantly, however, the effort needed to find these values may be worth it as we
anticipate similar implications regarding the potential reduction of computational burden when
using these concepts in solving these more general problems.
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